Hosting & Migration

Providing organization
to securely get at the
right data sooner

Related
Capabilities
Cybersecurity & Data
Breach Response
Data Collection,
Processing &
Production
E-Discovery & Review
Counsel −
Investigations
E-Discovery & Review
Counsel − Litigation

Whether you are seeking to
• seamlessly migrate existing data from a legacy vendor or platform while
maintaining coding decisions
• host data in a Tier III SOC certified data center
• develop client-specific workspace templates
• effectively meet goals for small, medium, and large scale matters
our team can guide you step by step.

Enterprise Data &
Mobile Device
Enterprise EDiscovery Counsel
Litigation Readiness
Predictive Coding &
Analytics
Records &
Information
Governance
Review

Wide level of experience and diverse perspectives
Second Requests

• Team includes administrators certified in respective technologies and various
hosting platforms, including Relativity; Nuix; ClarVergence 4, 5, and 6; iCONECT;
Discovery Radar; Catalyst; Equivio; Enterprise Vault; Discovery Accelerator;
RingTail; Clearwell; and more
• Diversified team with prior vendor, law firm, and software developer experience
• Dedicated migration team with experience handling unique data types and formats

Scalable solutions to suit any matter
• Scalable and flexible to securely meet your needs
• Experience handling matters of all size – from multiple GBs to hundreds of TBs
• Infrastructure equipped to provide seamless access and quality performance 24/7

Security is a top priority
• Tier III data center with the following certifications
o SOC1 Type II
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Strategic Advocacy

o SOC2 Type II
o SOC3 Type II
o ISO-27001
• Repeatable and defensible data handling processes
• Standard operations management practices

Migrate with ease
• Dedicated teams who develop detailed, client-specific processes for data
inventory, data validation, QC or newly created workspaces, de-duplication, and
multi-step sign-off procedures prior to decommission
• Experience handling unique data types or formats, concurrent migration of multiple
workspaces, and complex data mapping
• Work in tandem with you to develop a comprehensive migration plan, along with
identification and discussion of consideration, challenges, and best practices

Predictable pricing structures
• Routinely implement broad range of value-based fee structures that deliver cost
efficiencies and budget predictability
• Data services traditionally priced on per GB basis with tiered discounts based on
volume and budget
• Clear hourly fees are established for technical and project management consulting
services
• Cases with special attributes may implement capped or flat fees for various stages
of work

Why Nelson Mullins Encompass?
• Scalable solutions tailored for your needs
• Secure infrastructure and data handling processes
• Predictable fee structures to fit your budget
• Experienced professionals to work in tandem with your team
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